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CHAPTER 24

Treating micromotion hypomobility of the atlantoaxial joint in patients with whiplash injury

Jerry Hesch

Introduction

A pattern of compression and hyperextension at the upper cervical spine, especially at the atlantoaxial (C1–C2) joint, is frequently encountered via manual evaluation by this author in an outpatient physical therapy practice. This pattern is under-represented in the literature and public domain based on searches on www.PubMed.gov, www.Google.com and www.YouTube.com utilizing key words "atlas, atlantoaxial, extension, hyperextension, flexion, compression, traction, distraction" (date of search December 31, 2018).
However, many resources are readily encountered when the term “rotation atlas” is utilized. This includes evaluation and treatment of rotational asymmetry of the atlas. Rotation is a relevant movement of the atlas and is well represented in web searches whereas distraction and extension hypomobility of the atlas is apparently under-diagnosed and therefore undertreated. This author encounters traction restriction with the upper cervical spine in mild extension frequently in the population with whiplash and cervicogenic headache. This chapter focuses on evaluation and treatment of the upper cervical spine for extension distraction hypomobility.

Articular shape of the occipitoatlantal and atlantoaxial joint

A brief review of the articular anatomy of the occipitoatlantal joint (OAJ) and atlantoaxial joint (AAJ) will be presented (figures 24.1–5). For a detailed review see Bogduk and Mercer,1 Dalton,2 and Neumann.3 Bogduk and Mercer serve as the primary source for the following review.

The OAJ and AAJ lie directly beneath the mastoid processes in the anterior aspect of the spinal column whereas the C2–C7 facet joints lie in the posterior portion (figure 24.1). This distinction is important when applying traction to isolate the upper cervical spine.

The first cervical vertebra, named the atlas (figures 24.4, 24.5), is a ring-like structure designed to transmit forces from the head to the neck. It has two lateral concave facets that are shaped somewhat like a peanut having two connected lobes. These articulate with the convex tubercles of the occiput (figures 24.2, 24.3). The atlas moves in concert with the occiput. The posterior aspect of the anterior arch of the atlas has cartilage and articulates with the anterior aspect of the dens (aka odontoid) process of C2 (figures 24.4, 24.5). There are two lateral facets in which the inferior aspect of the lateral mass of the atlas articulates with the axis. These facet joints are plane-like (figures 24.3, 24.4); however, the cartilage is convex on each surface.
Articular anatomy of the atlas and axis.

Ligaments of the atlantoaxial joints.
Macromotion and micromotion

Active flexion in the upper cervical spine is under conscious control and is a macromotion/gross motion. It can also be described of as osteokinematic or “observable movement or observable effect of bone movement.” When the upper cervical spine moves in forward bending/extension a rather small amount of flexion motion first occurs in the OAJ and then flexion motion occurs in the C1–C2 articulation and then continues downward. Micromotions are very small movements, which may accompany gross physiological motion but can also be elicited passively by an external force and cannot be isolated with conscious intent. There is a micromotion of distraction that occurs in the posterior aspects of these articulations while there is a micromotion of compression that occurs in the anterior aspects of these joints with cervical flexion. The other micromotion that accompanies these motions is posterior glide and roll occurring with flexion. Rolling and spin are also described as arthokinematic motion. Roll and spin will not be addressed because these are movements that cannot be isolated with external forces. Arthokinematic motions are a necessary part of macromotion physiological movement. Arthokinematic motions occur within the joint surfaces and has the following aspects according to Mulligan:4

- Unobservable articular accessory motion between adjacent joint surfaces such as roll, segmental glide, and spin.
- These accessory motions take place with all active and passive movements and are necessary for full, pain free range of motion.
- Arthokinematic motion cannot occur independently or voluntarily and if restricted, can limit active physiological movement.
- Arthokinematic motion occurs anywhere along the range of motion.

Like arthokinematic motions, joint play is a micromotion that is not observed and is not under conscious control, thus cannot be isolated with muscle contraction. Joint play can only be evaluated passively. The various types of joint play include distraction, glide in extremities and unisegmental glide in the spine, and overpressure such as at the extremes of joint flexion, extension, and rotation, etc. Joint play is utilized to evaluate micromotion mobility, or hypomobility. Joint play can only be evaluated when the available slack has been taken out of the joint via glide, traction, or overpressure. This chapter will focus on traction of the upper cervical spine performed with the neck in neutral and in 10° of flexion and 10° of extension to optimize isolation of the AAJ. The term traction end feel relates to two mobility states with no gray areas in-between; mobile or hypomobile. It is the nature of this joint to present with either extreme and this property makes for lucid evaluation.

Upper cervical traction end-feel is a unique type of joint play and is a normal physiologic motion when tested at 10° of flexion and extension. This motion is not subtle. The motion is readily observable as is the distinct lack of motion when present. With specific manual contact on the temporoparietal region, distraction is isolated to the upper cervical joints. Following injury this joint play can become hypomobile/blocked and requires passive evaluation and passive treatment, which will be addressed later in the chapter. The term hypomobile in this context is the same as blocked mobility. Restricted mobility at the OAJ is rare whereas restriction at the AAJ is frequently encountered, such as in patients who have had a whiplash injury. Clearing the OAJ joint and isolating the AAJ is described later in the text. Additional information on principles of joint structure and function can be found.2,3,4,5

In order to isolate traction to the AAJ, contact must be made on the temporoparietal region (figures 24.6, 24.7). When AAJ traction hypomobility is encountered in neutral (figure 24.7) and in 10° of extension (figure 24.9), the atlas is presumed to be stuck at the end range of physiologic extension. This author intentionally avoids the subluxation explanatory model. Unfortunately, there is a paucity of published literature on the topic of compressed, hyperextended AAJ including evaluation and treatment per pubmed.gov literature search using the key words “atlanta, atlantoaxial, flexion, extension, traction, distraction, traction, compression, hypomobility” (search date November 27, 2018). There is, however, biomechanical literature indicating that flexion at the AAJ is 8° and extension
is 10°, and 11.5° flexion and 10.9° extension, 38.9° of unilateral rotation and 6.7° of lateral bending according to Panjabi et al.⁷ To review: the atlas forms three articulations with the axis. When there is motion at the lateral atlantoaxial facet joints there is also movement at the anterior articulation of the dens and atlas. With rotation of the atlas there is up to 3 mm of vertical glide at the anterior joint.⁸ Bogduk and Mercer¹ (p. 177) also report upward motion of the atlas on the dens based on joint shape, “The odontoid process is curved slightly posteriorly. This shape allows the anterior arch of the atlas to slide upward and slightly backward, thereby allowing the atlas to extend.” According to Neumann¹ (p. 281), flexion at the AAJ consists of superior distraction of the spinous process of the atlas and downward pivoting at the lateral facets and at the anterior dens-atlas articulation. Extension induces the opposite. Motion in the upper cervical spine has been objectively measured.

However, paradoxical motion of the atlas has been elaborated upon by Bogduk and Mercer¹ (p. 177): flexion of the head can induce flexion or extension, and extension can induce either flexion or extension of the atlas. This is based on anatomical variation and difference in the location of weight bearing of occiput on atlas. The biconvex shape of the lateral facets suggests that weight bearing anterior or posterior to the apex would predict opposite motion coupling. This may partially explain why traction isolating the axis can be limited in slight flexion or in slight extension after injury such as whiplash. Nonetheless, the most common presentation is one in which traction is hypomobile when tested in neutral and in extension.

**Contraindications to evaluation and treatment of the atlantoaxial joint**

The same contraindications to upper cervical manipulation apply to passive joint testing and treatment of the upper cervical spine and has been described and is abbreviated below.⁹ The reader is encouraged to review the detailed elaboration from the World Health Organization Guidelines.

**Mobility testing of the upper cervical spine**

Prior to treating the AAJ, the OAJ is evaluated and treated if restriction is encountered. Treatment of the OAJ is beyond the scope of this chapter though there are numerous texts and online resources. The following tests are performed bilaterally in supine in order to relatively unweight the joints and reduce the effects of gravity.
Less force is required when mobility testing is performed in supine as opposed in sitting. The induced motions are very small, and the clinician should attempt to minimize any motion occurring into the mid or lower cervical spine. These tests should be performed very gently.

- With thumb pad on the anterior surface of the mastoid, an anterior to posterior spring test is performed to evaluated rotation.
- The pad of the index finger is placed beneath the mastoid process and a superior spring test is imparted to evaluate side bending joint play.
- Open hand digital or palmar grip of the occiput bilaterally is used with a posterior to anterior lift.
- Open hand digital or palmar grip of the occiput bilaterally is used with left and right side-glide.

The following tests are used to isolate the AAJ and are performed bilaterally in supine. They can be repeated at C3.

- The lateral tip of the transverse process is located just below the mastoid processes. Left and right side-glide mobility is evaluated with the pad of the index finger.
- The undersurface of the transverse processes is palpated bilaterally with the pad of the index finger. Lift up one side and then the other to induce rotation.
- Palpate the prominent midline spinous process of C2. It is easily located beneath the occiput whereas C1 spinous process is not as prominent and is deeper. The head must be flexed slightly to expose it. Contact with the pad of the index finger and apply an anterior glide force.
- Use digital or palmar contact bilaterally at the temporoparietal (figure 24.6) region just above and anterior to the mastoid, avoiding contact with the occiput. Test with the neck in neutral, 10° of passive flexion and 10° of passive extension (figures 24.7–24.9). Apply traction to take up the slack. If you are unable to take up the slack the joint is hypomobile and requires treatment. If you can take up the slack to a natural stop, but there is no additional movement with the spring test, the joint requires treatment. Note that this test may be positive in the presence of a restricted OAJ in which the special tests for the OAJ would also be positive.
The most common presentation of upper cervical hypomobility is hyperextension of the AAJ in which traction performed in neutral (figure 24.7) and in 10° of extension (figure 24.9) is hypomobile, whereas traction performed in varying degrees of flexion is of normal mobility. Testing at 10° of flexion (figure 24.8) and extension allows relative isolation of the AAJ and the traction takes up the slack in the OA joint further isolating the AAJ. The temporoparietal manual contact isolates motion to the upper cervical joints. A traction force is applied gently and slowly until the slack is taken out and motion has ceased. This requires approximately 10–15 lb (4.5–6.8 kg) of tension depending on body morphology. In order to develop a felt sense of this force, one can practice by attaching a cervical traction halter onto a fixed fish scale. Alternatively, one could practice on a 10 lb/4.5 kg sack of flour. Note that the average force applied in order to perceive taking up the slack via traction will be slightly greater than the weight of the head due to friction. After that, practice on several asymptomatic individuals should yield an appreciation of normal mobility. Testing the patient population will yield an appreciation of hypomobility.

Taking up the slack occurs in both the AAJ and in the OAJ. In testing, once the slack is taken up (10–12 lb/4.5–5.4 kg) an additional traction force is induced using the same amount of force as was used to take up the slack (additional 10–12 lb/4.5–5.4 kg). The second part of the test evaluates force transmission through the AAJ. The hallmark of passive force translating through the upper cervical into the rest of the body in a non-restricted upper cervical spine is observable movement through the body as distal as in the feet. If the AAJ is hypomobile, movement will not be perceived and it will not be possible to take up the slack. This is not a subtle phenomenon, as a moderate increase in force will still fail to induce mobility. It seems reasonable that the passive testing isolates upper cervical motion because the force is very mild in contrast to studies that recommend 10% of body weight as ideal,10 and up to 50% of practitioner’s body weight11 for performing traction to the mid and lower cervical spine. Furthermore, the average human head only weighs 9.9–11 lb/4.5–5 kg,12 based on cadaveric study in which the neck was sectioned at C3. That such a small force can induce movement throughout the whole body in a normal population may initially appear to be counterintuitive; however, with a little bit of

Hyperextension compression of the upper cervical spine

The presumed mechanism of injury involves a passive hyperextension force to the upper cervical spine, such as via a fall, motor vehicle accident, or repetitive trauma.
experience the reader should be able to appreciate the validity and utility thereof.

Treatment for a hypomobile atlantoaxial joint

Treatment is always performed close to the motion barrier but only in a direction that does allow traction mobility. If traction is hypomobile in neutral (figure 24.7) and in extension (figure 24.9) it is treated in flexion (figure 24.8). If traction is hypomobile in neutral and flexion it is treated in extension. Restricted traction in extension and in neutral is the most common presentation and is treated with manual traction applied at 10° flexion (figure 24.9), propped on a pillow or using an adjustable headpiece, with a specific temporoparietal hand-hold (figure 24.6) used to isolate force to the anterior portion of the upper cervical spine. The force is held for five minutes. The amount of force just matches the available movement of the head and neck and is appropriately described as “very gentle” and averages 10–12 lb/5.4 kg. It is important to mention that the upper two joints (OA and atlantoaxial) are anterior to the facet joints of the mid and lower cervical spine (C3–C7). The AAJ and OA joints are inferior to the mastoid process. Therefore, the hand contact must be very specific in order to avoid force application behind the mastoid. A palmar contact is applied to the temporoparietal region and the direction of pull is toward the vertex. This manual hold is in contrast with traditional manual cervical traction in which traction is applied via contact on the occiput. This important concept of contact above and anterior to the mastoid for upper cervical isolation has not been encountered in the literature and appears to be underappreciated in the clinical domain.

After treatment, traction mobility is retested in the prior restricted positions of neutral and 10° of extension. Only one visit for manual intervention is typical for restoring normal passive mobility. The client is also given isolated upper cervical exercises and self-traction to be performed while lying in a neck cradle named Doctor Riter’s Real-Ease® (real-ease.com, Torrance, CA). The neck cradle allows easy isolation of upper cervical movement. A two-inch diameter rolled towel under the mid cervical spine is an inexpensive alternative. These exercises and self-traction can be viewed on www.youtube.com by searching, “Hesch Upper Cervical Exercises”). The exercises and self-mobilization are also detailed in the case study below.

Treatment bullet points

+ Inform the patient that they are to report any adverse or unusual response to testing and treatment, such as discomfort, light-headedness, dizziness, visual blurring, tingling or numbness, etc. Inform them that the procedure must be discontinued if these should occur.
+ Determine if hypomobile traction test occurs in 10° of flexion or 10° of extension.
+ If there is traction hypomobility in extension, passively position the head in 10° of flexion.
+ If there is traction hypomobility in flexion, passively position the head in 10° of extension.
+ Contact the head with bilateral palmar contact at the temporoparietal region. This is just above and anterior to the mastoid processes. Avoid occipital contact.
+ Take up the slack by imparting 10–12 lb/5.4 kg to a natural stop.
+ Maintain traction force for five minutes.
+ Retest traction mobility in the position in which it was hypomobile.
+ If mobility is restored proceed to instruct in self-management as described above and in the case study.
+ Schedule follow up visit to reevaluate and review self-management.

Case study

A 66-year-old massage therapist was treated once for hypomobility of the atlas with lack of traction joint play mobility in neutral and in 10° of extension. This is an interesting case study because the client had received twice-weekly chiropractic and osteopathic adjustments for 30 years with an estimated out of pocket expenditure exceeding $50,000.00. The chiropractic treatment was specifically directed at the atlas. She reported that benefit of treatment was very short-term.

The client presented with a lack of upper cervical distraction in neutral and in 10° of extension but had
free mobility in 10° of flexion. In flexion the traction force translated through the body and foot motion was observed, thus the traction force was not blocked. She was treated with traction applied with palm contact on the temporoparietal region bilaterally at 10° of flexion sustained for five minutes (figure 24.8). The amount of traction force applied equaled the amount needed to take up the slack. She responded very positively with a feeling of lightness and better alignment in her head and neck and freer cervical mobility. Passive testing revealed resolution of the hypomobility.

She was instructed in a home exercise program utilizing Doctor Riter’s Real-Ease neck cradle which isolates free and easy motion to the upper cervical spine. Very small movements were encouraged in order to isolate the upper cervical spine. These consisted of manual vertical distraction for two minutes once weekly, 30 reps of the following exercises twice weekly: posterior glide coupled with flexion, chin tucks, right and left rotation, right and left side-bending, right and left side-glide.

She was also taught to combine sustained cervical spine retraction with repeated chin tucks (upper cervical flexion). Craniovertebral retraction isolates upper cervical flexion while extending the mid and lower cervical spine according to Neumann3 (p. 282). The exercises with the neck cradle and self-traction are available on www. YouTube.com using the search terms, “Hesch Upper Cervical Exercises”.

The client was seen twice and did not require passive treatment on the second visit. She provided the following feedback three weeks later:

I have had severe neck issues involving my upper cervical vertebrae since the age of 24 (42 years ago), when I had a bicycling accident. It was initially necessary for me to get chiropractic treatment every week, and sometimes twice a week, just to function.

My symptoms were severe occipital headaches, tightened jaw muscles, and vagus nerve involvement that caused heart racing, trouble regulating breathing and swallowing, and basically being stuck in sympathetic nervous system state! As the years went by, I saw many, many different chiropractors and osteopaths! When I first saw you, I was still seeing someone for adjustments at least every other week, if not every week. After you did your traction technique on my upper cervical spine, the relief was amazing! My skull felt completely comfortable on top of my spine! I watched your video on self-treatment and have been doing it on myself each time I start to feel the headache or internal shakiness or racing heart. It works like magic! Thank you so much for this, I love being able to self-treat. It will save me a lot of time and money!

This is an atypical case study given the symptoms described as being vagally driven. The typical response to upper cervical traction is improved upper cervical traction joint play, greater ease of gross cervical motion, a sense of improved posture and reduction of cervicogenic headache.

**Conclusion**

Flexion and extension of the AAJ is a normal physiologic movement and can become restricted when coupled with compression in patients who have sustained cervical spine trauma. The manual contact is very specific in order to evaluate distraction of the AAJ. The literature and general body of knowledge has very limited information on this presentation. Treatment is very simple and direct and the same is true for self-management. A typical response to treatment is normalization of all directions of passive mobility of the atlas, with reduction of pain and a sense of optimized cervical posture along with greater ease in active cervical motion. This treatment model is based on very brief intervention and then instructing the patient in self-management. A case study illustrates these concepts. That the traction technique isolates the AAJ is presently only a theoretical construct. Additional research is needed to determine if this is valid and research on patient populations are needed to evaluate the validity, and utility of this technique.
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